The newly modernized analog-digital heliograph, based on the UTR-2 radio telescope, builds two-dimensional pictures of the outer solar corona in the frequency range of 8-32 MHz with a frequency resolution of 4 kHz and a time resolution up to 1 ms, having a dynamic range of about 90 dB. The instrument was originally put into operation in the late seventies of the last century, and the radio astronomy observations with the UTR-2 array were made only near to several fixed frequencies, while the antenna system capabilities in frequency broadbandness were much wider. The modern advance of computer electronics served as an impetus to the development of this tool. The heliograph has been upgraded significantly. It has a hybrid scheme that combines the best features of both digital and analog technologies at a relatively low price. This device works on the parallel-series principle by using five equi-spaced array pattern beams which scan the solar corona at a predetermined rate. Consequently, each solar image presents a frame of 5 × 8 pixels with the spatial resolution of 25 × 25 at 25 MHz. Each pixel reveals the signal level received with the corresponding antenna pattern beam by the digital receiver/spectrometer in real time. Starting with a brief overview of the heliograph design, we outline potential capabilities of this instrument in radio imaging from recent observations.
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